Eternal Flame Trail
Chestnut Ridge Park
Erie County Park System
Erie County, New York

Eternal Flame Trail is .56 miles one-way
This trail is MODERATE in difficulty.
Flame coordinates: -78.75174 / 42.701878

Please follow all Park Rules, including:
- Stay on marked trails
- Leash dogs at all times
- Use Carry-in, Carry-out principle
- Campfires, alcohol, and cutting or destroying of any trees, plant life, or disturbance of wildlife are prohibited

For Emergencies: Call 911
All other County Park Department questions:
Please Call: 716-858-7037

Thank You for Visiting!

Mark C. Poloncarz,
Erie County Executive

Daniel J. Rizzo,
Commissioner of Parks

Scan this code for a digital version of this map

Eternal Flame Trail Elevation Profile

Eternal Flame Trail is .56 Miles/912 Meters One-Way
PLEASE STAY ON MARKED TRAIL

Trail Standards
- EASY: Well-maintained or paved, shorter trails intended for casual walking
- MODERATE: Longer trails with some grades/obstructions intended for hiking
- CHALLENGING: Long, more primitive trails, with steep grades or obstructions, intended for hardy experienced hikers
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Eternal Flame Trail is .56 Miles/
912 Meters One-Way
PLEASE STAY ON MARKED TRAIL

CAUTION:

DO NOT CLIMB UP OR DOWN THE RAVINE OR THE WATERFALLS

CAUTION:

Do not climb up or down the ravine or the waterfalls.

Trail Standards
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